Grammar-based speech recognition systems eshibit performance degradation as their vocabulary sizes increase. Data clustering is deemed to reduce the proportionality of this problem. We introduce an approach to data clustering for automatic speech recognition systems using Kohonen Self-organized Map. Clustering results are used further to build a languagc model for each of the clusters using CMUCambridge toolkit. The approach was implemented as a protowpe for a large vocabulary and continuous speech recognition system and about 8% performance improvement was achieved in comparison nith the performance achieved using the language model and dictionary provided by Sphinx3 In this paper me present the esperimental results along with discussions, analysis and potential future directions.
INTRODUCTION
With the continuing advances made in speech technology. more infonnatioii and services will become readily available to nsers. A simple cell 362 phone will be enough to hook into the information age. Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) systems are already being deployed to help people finding out flight information, trading stocks, accessing emails, and finding out weather conditions. Over the past,, few years a number of significant (commercial and research oriented) engines and toolkits have been developed to offer building ASR systems, e.g., Nuance@ [6] : Microsoft@) Speech Engine [7] , and CMU-Cambridge Toolkit 121 Despite the success of grammar-based engines in control and commaid applications, they suffer acute performance degradation once their vocabulary sizes esceed some sizes. Therefore, it seems ver). difficult to have this approach working to implement free and domain independent ASR applications, e.g.: dictation systems. A practical solution to this problem is to break down the large langoage model (LM) and constnict multiple LMs with acceptable vocabulary sizes. These models should group words and phrascs that are used coherently together in the natural use of the language. In this paper we present an approach to improve speech recognition systems and get one stcp closer to have spontaneous a i d domain independent dictation systems.
Tlic breakdown of tlie paper is as follows: Section one. tlie introduction. presents some basic background iiiatcrial_ demarcates the subject: and discusses some existing problcnis and hom this work can tackle them. Scctioii t\\~o gives a literature survey and state-of-the-art review regarding the application of data clustering for the creation of language models. The next four sections constitute thc main essay of the work: Section three presents a description of the proposed solution including data modeling, clustering technique: aid language model building. Section four offers a thorough explanation of the experimental sctup by means of its data set? and algorithms parameters tuning and settings. Section five coiitaiiis results collected from an implemented prototype of a dictation system that m'akes use of the proposed clustering technique.
Section six includes analysis and discussion about the results aid highliglits the key issues covered. And section seven recommends finther developments coiiceniing the presented shid!;.
OVERVIEW OF RELATED WORK
Here is an overview including state-of-the-art of three rclatcd arecas of studicsr language modeling, data clustering. and the use of clustering to improve speech recognition systems 2.1 Language Modeling Probabilistic n-gram languagc iiiodcl is the most widely uscd in large vocabulary ASR systems. The job of tlie n-gram language model is to definc which words folio\\-at cach point in the model and the transition probability from onc word to the next [lo] [ 13) [~14] . For large vocabulary recognizers, word lattice is not constructed beforehand. it is built as the search progresses and tlie laiguage model is used to detemiine tlie overall probability of the search paths under consideration. Hovever. as the size of language model increases, scarch path also incrcascs proportionally and consequently model perplexity increases. So; the reduction of the size of language model is important. In the ASR system: the size of the active vocabulary of a speaker in a context is rather small. Usually. speakers like to confine themselves in some specific domain. So, the generation of domain specific language (sub-language) model is the most challenging and demanding task in ASR.
Data Clustering
Clustering Algorithms partition a set of objects into groups or clusters [11] [15] . Data representation modeling is an essential part .of the clustering process. It is the means by which objects are described using a set of features and values. Multiple objects may or may not have the same representation in this model: and the goal is to place similar objects to different groups. There are many different clustering algorithms_ and they can be classified into a few basic types. There are two types of structures produced by clustering algorithms, hierarchical clustering and flat or nonhierarchical clustering.
Flat clustering simply consists of a certain number of clusters and relation behveen clusters is often undetemiined. Most algorithms that produce flat clustering are iterative. They start with a set of initial clusters and improve them by iterating a reallocatioii operation that reassigns objects. A hierarchical clustering is a hierarchy with the usual interpretation that each mode stands for a subclass of its mother's node. The leaves of the tree are the single objects of the clustered set. Each node represents tlie cluster that contains all the objects of its descendant.
Another important distinction between clustering algorithms is whether they perfomi a soft clustering or hard clustering. In a hard assignment, each object is assigned to one a i d only one cluster. . Soft assignments allow degrees of membership and membership in multiple clusters.
Clustering for better Recognition
Brown et al. [8] have taken the approach of clustering believing that can play an important role in improving language modeling. Recently, the speech community has begun to address the use of clustering in building better languagc model, and thus improve recognition accuracy. Florian and Yarowsky [3] utilized hierarchical and dynamic topic-based clustering to build language models: Although this work, aid other topic-based clustering approaches [4] could bring in perplexity improvements and word error rates reductions. they would have difficulties handling the issue of topic-insensitive words. As Mangu [5] observed that closed-class function words, such as the, OL and with, have minimal probability variation across different topics while most openclass content words exhibit substantial topic variation. Moreover, it mould require the recognizer an additional overhead of identifying the topicidomaiu of the users' first utterances in order to use the appropriate language model.
THE PROPOSED SOLUTION
For the purpose of language modeling, clustering c a i be done based on documents or segment of documents. This can be obtained either manually (by topic-tagging the documents) or automatically, by using an unsupervised algorithm to group similar documents in topic-like clusters. We have utilized the latter approach, for its generality and extensibility, and because there is no reason to believe that the manually assigned topics are optimal for language modeling. Here are some descriptions of the main steps taken towards solving the problem. In brief. a large corpus is used by a sentence-based clustering technique to produce smaller collection of related sentences. The clusters F e used further to build multiple language models. User's utterance would bc passcd to all languagc models and initial recognition results are collected. These results are aggregated to create a final language model that convert-spoken test into written form. 3. 2 Data Clustering There exists a multitude of clustering techniques in the literature, each adopting a certain strategy for detecting the grouping in the data. The method that was chosen here is the Kohonen Self-organizing h a p (SOM) 111. SOM can be visualized as a sheetlike neciral-network arm!-, the cells (or nodes) of which become specifically tuned to various input signal pattems or classes of pattems in an orderly fashion. The leaming process is competitive and unsupervised. meaning that 110 teacher is needed to define thc correct output (or actually the cell into which the input is mapped) for an input. In the basic' vcrsion, only one map node (winner) at a time is activated corresponding to each input. The locations of the responses in the array tend to become ordered in the leaming process as if some meaningful nonlinear coordinate s!' stem for the different input features \vcrc being created over the network [I] . All sentence vectors were fed to the network, as one epoch_ and for a number of iterations the network would be trained to map them to a specific number of clusters.
3.3 Language Model Building Using unsupervised learning methodology, SOM; the whole training data (sentence sequences) was clustered. The sentences belonging to each of the clusters were collected together to generate individual sub language model. Language models were generated using statistical language modeling toolkit provide by CMU [ 2 ] . Each of the language models generates l-grani: 2-gram and 3-gram word sequences as well as their probabilities. Using these probabilities we computed the probabilities of appearing of each of the testing sentences from each of the sub models ils well as the CMU language model.
EXPERIMENT SETUP
For our esperinients_ we chose BNC (British National Corpus). It comprises of approsimately 100 million words and about 6 millions sentences. After some pre-processing, viz., filtering out all of the nonwords, punctuations, abbreviations and numerals, and removing stop and unimportant words, we chose 5,845,344 sentences containing 49,233 unique words for the clustering purpose. Each of the sentences was represented as a vector of fixed dimension as 60, and each of the components of the vector was represented by the indes (normalized) of the wordlist. If the sentence size was less than 60, the rest of the components were filled with O's, and for the sentences larger than 60 words were just truncated to 60. Note that dimension was selected as 60 through analyzing a vast amount of text data of the BNC. . We used SOM-PAK[ 121 for sentence clustering. Here are some parameters values of the SOM algorithm:
5 is the initial radius of the training area in SOM algorithm decreases linearly to one during training.
* Number of clusters that SOM would produce was set to 5 , IO, 20, 20, and 40 clusters.
-Hesa was the topology type used in the map.
Possible choices were hexagonal lattice (hexa) and rectangular lattice (rect).
The neighborhood function type bubble was used. Running length (number of iterations) in training was chosen to be 30000 after a number of trials. For testing, we randomly selected 100 VOA (voice of America) broadcast utterances and ran the CMU engine incorporating clustering, and without clustering. The results are presented in the flowing section.
RESULTS
We computed the language models perplexity using CMU toolkit for the reference sentences. For the best sub language model, average perplexity is 8.6 bits and for the big language model is 8.8 bits. 
FUTURE WORK
Although sub-language model generated from the clustered data improved the recognition efficiency: there is stili a room for finther improvement in language modeling through modifying the encoding scheme using semantics. In our oiigoing effort, we are trying to find the appropriate language through semantic clustering Using big language model and dictionary, CMU decoder usually provides one single hest hypothesis for each of tlie utterance. From our present experiment, we have found that ASR engine with CMU language model is able to predict about 70% correct words. Since SOM algorithm is able to cluster the data based on the inherent redundancy or similarity in the data, we postulate that cluster(s) closest to the best hypothesis might contain more relevant words. Based on the assumption_ we followed the following steps (depicted in Figure 3 ):
Pass the utterance to the CMU decoder using CMU language model Represent the best hypothesis as a feature vector Select tlie cluster(s) most similar to it using some sort of distance measure (usually Euclidiai) 
